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Abstract—In this paper a low cost pupil center locating system 
was introduced and a robust pupil center estimation method was 
presented. Differing from other methods, eye image was 
converted into the space of chi-square significance of 
measurement residual (CSMR) first in the proposed method. In 
CSMR space, pupil area was enhanced while others were 
depressed. And then, a threshold selected by the statistical 
method was used to binarize the image in CSMR space. Finally 
pupil center was obtained by calculating mass center of the 
binarized image. Experiments showed that the proposed method 
was effective, even if in sunlight environment, pupil was small 
and images of eye were noisy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Eye Tracking played an important role in many 
applications including human computer interaction, virtual 
reality, driver assistance, and diagnosis or early screening of 
some health problems. Head mounted eye tracking systems 
were more accurate than remote video-based systems, 
electrooculography (EOG) system [1], cornea reflection 
systems[2], and flying-spot laser based systems [3]. Eye 
movement was fast, and therefore low sampling rate led to 
obviously discontinuous eye movement in video. So most 
system used high sampling rate, e.g., in SMI system [4], 
sample rate exceeded 400 Hz. But hardware with high sample 
rate was expensive. In order to set up a low cost eye tracking 
system, web camera was a good choice for low price. The 
sampling rate of web camera was low, so it was more feasible 
to detect pupil than track pupil. In order to detect pupil, some 
used user-set threshold [5] or threshold obtained by histogram 
based method to binarize images [6, 7]; some based on Hough 
transformation based method [8] or fitted iris with ellipse to 
estimate pupil center [18]; some based on statistical models, 
PCA and neural classifier based method [9,10]; some based 
on intensity difference of pupil in multiple light sources [17]. 
However, using user-set threshold was inconvenient. The 
threshold obtained by histogram based method was effective, 
but small pupil size would bring trouble to histogram based 
method. As to methods based on Hough transformation, these 
methods were often time consuming. PCA and neural 
classifier based methods were often not accurate. Methods 
based on intensity difference of pupil in multiple light sources 
were limited by environments and devices. Moreover most 

methods were suit for detecting pupil indoor, because in 
indoor environment pupil size was often larger which made 
detection easier. If in outdoor environment pupil size was 
small or eye was half-closed, it would bring more troubles.  

In this paper a low cost pupil center location system was 
introduced and a pupil location estimation method was 
presented for both indoor and outdoor environment. Due to 
low cost, images obtained by our system were often noisy or 
even blurred. However, most of these problems could be 
solved by chi-square significance of measurement residual 
based detection technique. Firstly eye images were captured 
by the web camera. And then the images was converted into 
the space of chi-square significance of measurement residual 
(CSMR). In CSMR space, pupil area was enhanced while 
other areas were depressed and moreover threshold selected 
by a statistical method to binarize the image in CSMR space. 
At last pupil center was obtained by calculating the mass 
center of the binarized image. We also compared our method 
with the two methods presented by Chirayuth [6] and Cho [7] 
respectively. The merit of our method was the robustness in 
rigorous situation. Furthermore when eye was closed, nothing 
would be detected by our method, this property could be used 
to detect eye blinking. 

This paper was organized as follows: Section I the 
introduction; in Section II some basic notions were reviewed 
and the implementation of our technique was introduced; 
Section III experimental results; Section IV conclusions. 

II. PUPIL CENTER ESTIMATION 

Our pupil center locating system was a low cost system. 
Due to low cost, images obtained by our system were noisy or 
even blurred. After eye images were obtained, the images 
were transformed in to CSMR space. Pupil center was 
obtained by calculating the mass center of the binarized image 
in CSMR. 

A.  Hardware Configuration  
Our pupil center locating system was shown in Fig. 1. A 

glass with infrared reflective film was fixed near volunteer’s 
eye. Most of visible light could go through the glass while 
most of infrared light could be reflected. An infrared camera 
which was a web camera fixed with an infrared filter to 
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absorb visible light was fixed on volunteer’s head to capture 
eye images of the volunteer. An infrared LEG light was fixed 
around the web camera to illuminate if in dark environment. 
Due to low cost, images obtained by our system were often 
noisy or even blurred, it would bring troubles to most 
methods mentioned in previous section, but our technique was 
suit for this condition.  

 
Fig. 1. Configuration of pupil center locating system. 

B. Kalman filter and Chi-square Significance Test of 
Measurement Residual 

The Kalman filter was a linear estimator based on the 
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) [11, 12], for the sake 
of less computation and better performance it had been widely 
used since it was introduced. Here was a brief review of 
Kalman filter.  

Given a system equation and measurement equation as 
follows: 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
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     (1) 

where x and z were state vector and measurement vector 
respectively; v and w were zero mean Gaussian noise with 
covariance Q and R; u was known input vector; F and H were 
state matrix and measurement matrix. F, G, H, Q and R were 
assumed known and possibly time-varying. The two noise 
sequences and the initial state were assumed mutually 
independent. The above constituted the linear Gaussian (LG) 
assumption.  

The main equations of Kalman filter were as follows:  
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where the expression ( 1| )A k k+  denoted the estimate of A at 
time k+1 estimated at time k; P and S were state covariance 
and innovation covariance; W and μ  were filter gain and 
measurement residual (MR).  

In Kalman filter, some kinetic models were often used to 
describe the kinetic property of the target, such as the constant 

velocity (CV) model and the constant acceleration (CA) 
model [12]. Consider a target moving with constant velocity, 
CV model was suitable to describe the kinetic property of the 
target. In CV model, state vector was ( , )Tx X X ′= , X was 
looked on as displacement, X ′  was the differential of X, i.e. 
velocity. If measurement was displacement then measurement 
matrix was (1 0)H = . Otherwise if measurement was 
velocity then measurement matrix was (0 1)H = . In CV 

model state matrix was 1
0 1

T
F ⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

, T was a time interval, 

and ( )u k =0. 
The measurement residual based chi-square test was often 

used to detect target maneuver in maneuver target tracking 
(MTT) applications [13-16]. With linear-Gaussian assumption, 
the measurement residuals of a Kalman Filter were zero mean, 
Gaussian distributed and white; i.e., ( ) (0, ( ))k S kμ Ν∼  and  

 ( ) cov( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( | 1) ( ) '

S k k
R k H k P k k H k

μ=
= + −

  (3) 

Furthermore  
 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Tk k S K kξ μ μ−=        (4) 

was a chi-square distributed variable, which was 2( )
znkξ χ∼  

where dim( )zn μ=  was the dimension of vector μ . If 
 2( ) ( )

znkξ χ α>     (5) 
then decided a maneuver occurs, where 1 α−  was confidence 
level. The decision which was based on a single sampling 
time in Equation (4), could be replaced by a moving average 
(or moving sum) of the normalized innovations squared over 
a sliding window of s sampling times 
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The above was chi-square distributed with zsn  degrees of 
freedom. Alternatively, a fading memory average (also called 
exponentially discounted average) 

 ( ) ( 1) ( )k k kβ βξ βξ ξ= − +  (7) 
where 0 1β< <  and with initial condition (0) 0βξ = , could be 
used. The variable βξ  was approximately distributed as 

21
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χ
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β
β

+
=

−
. Its effective window length was 

1
1 β−

, and e.g. for 0.95β =  one had s=20. 

C. Implementation 
Assuming image I with M row and N column was a 

frame obtained by our system, e.g. Fig. 2 B. The histogram of 
image I was shown in Fig. 3 which showed that it was 
difficult to binarize image I with histogram based threshold 
method. Before implementation, image I was smoothed by a 
Gaussian mask to reduce noise first. The intensity of every 
column (row) of image I constituted a Gaussian sequence and 
was looked on as measurement sequence of velocity in CV 
model. Under these conditions, (0 1)H = , state matrix was 
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, T  was a time interval, ( )u k =0, and variance R 

should be set a bit larger than the variance of the intensity of 
image I. Every column was filtered by a Kalman filter from 
top to bottom, for the N columns, the N Kalman filters were 
used, and meanwhile the measurement residual (MR) of every 
position from the Kalman filters were obtained to calculate 
the chi-square significance of the MR using Equation 7 and 
the result was stored into the matrix Σ . The matrix Σ  was 
the CSMR space of image I. The CSMR space of Fig 2B was 
shown in Fig 4. Binarize Σ  by threshold selected by 
Equation 5, we obtained pupil mask maskΣ  in which pupil 
area was labeled with 1, otherwise labeled with 0. Due to the 
delay reaction of chi-square significance of MR, that was, the 
change of chi-square significance of MR was often behind the 
change of image I. It would result in imprecise location 
estimation. Pupil was often symmetrical, so we filtered image 
I from the 4 directions: from top to bottom; from bottom to 
top; from left to right; from right to left, that meant 2M+2N 
filters were used. Denoted upΣ , downΣ , leftΣ , rightΣ  as pupil 
mask of image I come from the four filtering directions 
respectively. Computed the logical OR of the four mask 

( , )
( , ) | ( , ) | ( , ) | ( , )

mask

up down left right

i j
i j i j i j i j

Σ =

Σ Σ Σ Σ
  (8) 

where the operator “ | ” was logical OR, ( , )i jΣ  was the (i,j)th 
element of Σ . Pupil mask maskΣ  was the final mask and pupil 

area of image I was labeled in maskΣ . Although pupil area 

labeled in maskΣ  was a bit larger than the real pupil area but 
they had the same center. 
 Due to mirror reflection, sometimes there was a light 
spot near pupil, e.g., the white spots in the pupils of Fig. 1A 
and Fig. 1B, and the spot often was labeled as pupil area. 
Before pupil center estimation, the spot should be removed 
from the pupil mask first. The intensity of the spot area was 
high so labeled the (i,j)th element of the pupil mask with zero 
if the intensity of the (i,j)th element of image I was higher 
than the average intensity of image I. After that pupil center 
was obtained by calculating the mass center of pupil mask. 

Kalman filter needed initialization, that was, determined 
the first state vector x(0) and the first state covariance P(0|0). 
Here set 0(0) (0, )Tx X ′= , where 0X ′  was the average intensity 
of image I. It was an alternative choice to set 0X ′  with the 
intensity of the pixel which the filter started at. Set the first 

state covariance P(0|0)=
2

/
/ 2 /
R R T

R T R T
⎛ ⎞
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. It was an 

alternative choice to set P(0|0)= 1 0
0 1
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.  
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Fig. 2. samples of eye images, 
A . sample in CASIA-IrisV3-Interva    B. sample obtained by our low cost 

system 
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Fig. 3. The histogram of Fig. 2 B. 

 
Fig. 4 CSMR space of of Fig. 2 B 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

First we compared our method with the two methods 
presented by Chirayuth [6] and Cho [7] respectively with the 
samples from the database of CASIA-IrisV3-Interval and 
CASIA-IrisV3-Twins. One sample of CASIA was show in 
Fig. 2A. CASIA-IrisV3-Interval was created in an indoor 
environment while CASIA-IrisV3-Twins was created in 
outdoor environment. Cho used histogram based binarization 
and Pythagorean Theorem to estimate the center of pupil. 
Chirayuth used illumination normalization first and then 
binarized the image, and finally pupil center was estimated by 
elliptical model fitting. The performance comparison was 
shown in Table 1. In Table 1, 

xE  and 
yE  were the average 

error in x-direction and y direction respectively, which were 
computed by 

1

1 | |
n

i i
x d m

i
E x x

n =

= −∑  and 
1

1 | |
n

i i
y d m

i

E y y
n =

= −∑   (9) 



where ( i
dx , i

dy )pupil center coordinates in the ith samples 

and ( i
mx , i

my ) was pupil center obtained manually which was 
considered to be right and precise. Of the three methods, 
Chirayuth’s methods seemed to perform best in precision and 
the results of our method and Cho’s method were similar. 
Chirayuth’s method produced failures in both database while 
Cho’s method produced failures only in outdoor database. 
Our method did not produce failures. 

We also compared the three methods in the sample images 
obtained by our low cost system and the performance 
comparison was shown in Table 2. Due to low cost, sample 
images obtained by our system were noisy comparing with 
samples in database CASIA. The performance of three 
methods in precision was similar to the former experiments. 
Chirayuth’s method and Cho’s method produced many 
failures in the samples while our method produced only a few 
failures. It showed that the merit of our method was the 
robustness in rigorous situation.  

 
database Our method 

xE ,
yE Failure(%) 

Cho’s method 

xE ,
yE Failure(%) 

Chirayuth’s method 

xE ,
yE Failure(%) 

CASIA-
IrisV3-
Interval 
(indoor) 

 
0.29    

 
0 .30    

 
0 

 
0.21    

 
0.23    

   
 0   

 
0.15  

 
0.19

 
0.6 

CASIA-
IrisV3-
Twins 
(outdoor) 

 
0.41 

 
0.37 

 
0 

 
0.33 

 
0.35

 
0.3 

 
0.19 

 
0.22

 
5.6 

Table 1 The performance comparison in CASIA-IrisV3-Interval and CASIA-
IrisV3-Twins 

 
 

database Our method 

xE ,
yE Failure(%) 

Cho’s method 

xE ,
yE  Failure(%) 

Chirayuth’s 
method 

xE ,
yE Failure(%)

Samples 
captured 
by our 

low cost 
system 

 
(outdoor) 

 
 
0.45   

 
 
0 .50   

 
 

3.3 

 
 
0.42   

 
 
0.39   

  
 
13.3   

 
 
0.25  

 
 
0.29

 
 
20.6

Table 2 The performance comparison in Samples obtained by our low cost 
system 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed method converted eye image into the 
space of chi-square significance of measurement residual 
(CSMR). Threshold selected by a statistical method was used 
to binarize eye image in CSMR space. At last pupil center 
was obtained by calculating the mass center of the binarized 
image. When image was converted into CSMR space, pupil 
area was enhanced while other areas were depressed. So it 
was much more effective to binarize the image in CSMR 
space than in the origin image. The proposed method was 
robust for many scenarios especially when in the sunlight the 
pupil was small. The merit of our method was the robustness 
in rigorous situation. Furthermore when eye was closed, 
nothing would be detected by our method, this property could 

be used to detect eye blinking. Moreover in the proposed 
method the four filtering processes of the four directions were 
mutually independent, so the four processes could be carried 
out in parallel. If carried out in parallel, the process time 
could reduce three quarters and therefore it made our 
technique practicable for real-time applications. For example, 
on a PC with Intel Q9400 CPU (quad core, 2.66 GHz), it took 
less 30ms to deal with an image with size of 1024x768, if in 
parallel mode.  
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